It’s OK to feel stressed
This is a tough time for staff dealing with pressures such as;
----the strain of wearing PPE
----fears about you or your family getting sick
----social distancing taking away some of your supports
During a pandemic it’s normal for hospital staff to feel stress. People in healthcare
usually place a high value on caring for others, but some common thinking patterns
can also leave us at risk of stress.

Common unhelpful thinking patterns

Some signs of stress






Change in eating/ sleep
Feeling “on edge”
Feeling guilty or irritable
Withdrawing from colleagues
Guilt, anger, sadness

“There’s so much to be done. My needs
can wait.”
 “I need to keep going. Only I can do X.”
 “I can’t show that I’m not coping.“
 “I could have done more/ better.”


This pack includes suggestions for self-care, based on what helps staff to stay
well during a crisis.
Co-Authored by the Dept of Psychology & Staff Counselling Service Beaumont Hospital.
See www.beaumont.ie/marc (for Mindfulness & Relaxation Supports and Exercises)

BUBBLE: protect your wellbeing during
COVID 19




Breaks: take proper breaks

and don’t feel guilty about it.
Working all of the time does
not mean you’ll make your
best contribution.

Understand: it’s normal for
staff to feel frightened and
overwhelmed during an
outbreak. Try to be kind to
yourself and make room for
difficult feelings during this
very difficult time.



Buddy up: Buddy with a staff
member who works close to
you. Before a shift have a
short pre-brief and a one-toone or team debrief (“huddle”)
after. Rotate from a difficult
area if possible.



Breathe: stop and breathe.
Count to 5 on the in-breath, 5 on
the out-breath: it slows the stress
cycle and helps you think clearly.



Look for help with signs of
stress. Talk to someone you trust
about how you’re feeling and
what you need. Decide on two
actions that would help you feel
safe and supported.
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Escape from the crisis. Constant
engagement will lead to burnout.
Exercise. Avoid alcohol. Do
things you’ve always done that
sustain your body and mind.



Care for the carer: treat yourself



Comfort yourself physically; treat



Optimism; ground yourself in the



Allow yourself to take the time you



Redirect difficult thoughts; it’s



Expect difficult feelings. Make space



with kindness at this very difficult
time. You do the same for patients
every day in work.
facts about COVID-19. Most people
recover.

Visualise: use relaxation strategies
such as visualization and gentle
breathing to help calm your mind.



Identify supports; ask friends and



Distract yourself; Create a file on

family to do specific things that will
help you right now. Seek medical
review if you’re worried about your
symptoms.
your phone with photos of happy
times. Watch a favourite movie.

symptoms with the appropriate
medication. Create a restful space
for recovery. Eat well.

need without feeling guilty about
work. You need to be well to make
your best contribution.

normal to think dark thoughts when
you’re sick and vulnerable. Try to
catch such thoughts and gently
challenge them or just name what’s
happening (e.g. “there’s my fearful
mind going to the worst case
scenario”).
for feelings such as sadness, fear and
frustration. Talk to a friend or seek
professional help if you need
additional support.
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Cover/
Safety

If feeling unsafe
in the moment:
Take time out
from the
situation.
Distract: focus on
the breath or a
neutral thought
(e.g. counting).

Calm

Soothe body and
mind with music/
guided relaxation/
prayer. Spend time
in nature.
Use physical
activity to settle
anxiety.

Connect

Competence

Link with
colleagues.
Listen to each
other. Help
each other to
recognise
stress
responses. Set
up supports
such as staff
counselling.

Set small,
achievable goals.
Focus on
priorities and
what you can
control. Build up
helpful self-talk.

Confidence/
Hope

Look for
opportunities to
be kind to
yourself. Remind
yourself of what
matters to you.
Remember, this
too will pass.

5 Cs of SELF-CARE

Dept. of Psychology, Beaumont Hospital, April 2020. Adapted from Stress First Aid Self-Care / Organizational Support Model, VA
National Centre for PTSD, March 2018

Stay Grounded

In the
Moment

- Notice your breath/ your feet on the ground
- Remember this will pass
- Pay attention to the present : What can I do right
now?

Manage Distress
-Visit www.beaumont.ie/marc
-Active relaxation -Breathing
-Email staffcounsellor@beaumont.ie

Daily
Habits

Control the Controllable
- Short to-do list
- Small goals
- Remember your values

Self-Compassion
- Being kind not critical to ourselves. This is a
difficult time.

Lifestyle
-

Lifestyle
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Eat Well
Sleep Routine
Exercise
Stay socially connected
Create something/ use humour to
take time-out from the situation
- Manage your media diet

This is the time to be slow,
Lie low to the wall
Until the bitter weather passes.

Try, as best you can, not to let
The wire brush of doubt
Scrape from your heart
All sense of yourself
And your hesitant light.
If you remain generous,
Time will come good;
And you will find your feet
Again on fresh pastures of promise,
Where the air will be kind
And blushed with beginning.

An excerpt from the book Benedictus, by John O’Donohue.
Reproduced with permission.

